Software Engineer Student- Azure Cyber Security Team

Location: Herzeliya

The C+E Security division in Microsoft is accountable for the development of cutting-edge security technologies and contributes to Microsoft’s major products and cloud offerings that account for $B in revenue. As businesses infrastructure develops to an hybrid model which include resources both in the business perimeter and in the cloud, securing that infrastructure brings new challenges and opportunities. Our customers are seeking for advanced security solutions that will enable them to protect their core assets, wherever they are, and detect any emerging threats while removing barriers and not adding complexities to their ever-growing infrastructure needs.

Our mission is to develop the next generation security solutions that will protect our customers and their assets. This requires that the needed security controls be configured and continuously monitored, while even with the best security in place, attackers will continue to innovate - targeting organizations with increasingly sophisticated attacks. The team is building next generation security capabilities that will secure customer assets wherever they are using big data technologies.

If you are passionate for cyber security, like technical challenges, interested in the development of a sophisticated system that involves big data, a variety of devices and cloud development, this can be a great opportunity for you.

**Required skills:**

Student for B.Sc./M.Sc. degree in Computer Science or a related technical discipline - 4th semester or above

GPA 85 and above

Experience and Passion around software engineering and code - C/C++/C# experience preferred

ל ואחראות קורות חיים לחrome例えば: